Affixes and Roots

Directions: Reach each clue below. Form a word that matches the clue by drawing a line to connect an affix to a root. Then write each word next to its clue.

anti- • • active
endo • • scope
bi- • • culture
agri- • • cycle
ment • • freeze
infra • • structure
ex- • • -al
hyper • • president

king • • -al
eco • • -dom
hemi • • formed
mal • • mobile
mis • • logy
manu- • • sphere
pen • • print
auto • • ultimate

1. see inside
2. a vehicle with pedals and two wheels
3. of the mind
4. by hand
5. a former elected official
6. overactive
7. a substance that protects against freezing
8. caring for the fields
9. a region ruled by a king
10. formed badly
11. the structure that is below
12. study of organisms and where they live
13. printed incorrectly
14. half a sphere
15. next to last
16. moves itself